Crepe Paper Flower
These crepe paper flowers can be used on so many different projects, but as soon as I tried them in soft pastel colors I knew
they would be the perfect accent on a new baby card. Sprinkling them with coarse glitter enhances the sweetness of the flowers
even more. Adding a double bow between the flowers and tucking in a glittered heart makes a very sweet grouping for this
card. Depending on the finished look you desire, try pearls, buttons or rhinestones in the center. These flowers are easy to
customize for your own project.

Supplies: patterned paper (The Girls’ Paperie); vintage image (Crafty
Secrets); crepe paper (Melissa Frances); glitter glue (Ranger); glitter, punch
(EK Success); ink (Clearsnap); self-adhesive pearls (The Paper Studio, Mark
Richards); heart pin, flower pin (Maya Road); other: seam binding
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What You’ll Need
crepe paper, flower template, pencil, scissors, ink, liquid adhesive, button, glitter
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T race a flower template onto crepe
paper and cut out the flower. Repeat to
create a total of 9 crepe paper flowers.
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S tack all of the crepe paper flowers
and apply ink to the edges of each
flower.
S tack 2 flowers together; fold the
stacked crepe paper flowers in half,
then in half again.
 epeat Step 3 to create a total of 4
R
folded flower stacks. Place a small
amount of adhesive at the center of
the remaining flower. Attach the folded
flowers to the base flower; the folds
should all be pointing in the same
direction.
Attach a button to the center of the
flower with liquid adhesive.
 pply a small amount of adhesive
A
around the button. Sprinkle the flower
with glitter, tap off any excess and
allow the adhesive to dry completely.

